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Motivating Exact Equations

Our tools so far allow us to solve first-order DEs which are: 
separable, and linear.  But what about something like:

 tan x−sin x sin ydxcos x cos ydy=0

The problem is:
● This equation is not separable.  Why?
● This equation is not linear.  Why?
● We need a new way to solve such equations!



Solving Such a Problem
In this section we will develop a method for solving differential 
equations by working backward.  That is, we will start with a 
solution function and determine what sorts of differential 
equations such a function will solve.

f x , y=c
From calculus, the total differential for such a function is:

dz=∂ f
∂ x

dx∂ f
∂ y

dy

M x , ydxN x , ydy=0

Renaming, rearranging, 
and computing dz yields:



Definition of an Exact Equation

Definition 2.3
A differential expression M(x,y) dx + N(x,y) dy is an exact 
differential in a region R of the xy-plane if it corresponds to the 
differential of some function f(x,y) defined on R.  A first-order 
differential equation of the form

M x , ydxN x , ydy=0

is said to be an exact equation if the expression on the left-hand 
side is an exact differential.

f x , y=cIn this case, an implicit solution is:



Criterion for an Exact DE

Theorem 2.1
Let M(x,y) and N(x,y) be continuous and have continuous first 
partial derivatives in a rectangular region R.  Then a necessary 
and sufficition condition that M(x,y) dx + N(x,y) dy be an exact 
differential is:

∂M
∂ y

=∂N
∂ x

We can actually prove this!



Solution Method

To solve an exact differential equation, we follow the lead of the 
proof of sufficiency.  That is:

1.
∂ f
∂ x

=M x , y

2. f x , y=∫M x , ydxgy

3.
∂ f
∂ y

= ∂
∂ y

∫M x , ydx g ' y=N x , y



Examples of Solving Exact DEs

Solve each DE below using methods for exact equations.

Example Solution

2 xy2−3dx2 x2 y4dy=0

x2 y2−3 x4 y=c

cos x sin y−ln∣cos x∣=c

 tan x−sin x sin ydxcos x cos ydy=0



Making a DE Exact

This solution method is nice, but it does require the DE to be 
exact.  What if that is not the case?

2 y23 x dx2 xydy=0

Sometimes we can find an integrating factor to make this exact.

 x , yM x , ydxx , yN x , ydy=0

So where do we start looking for this integrating factor?  What is 
necessary for the new equation to be exact?



Making a DE Exact
(continued)

∂
∂ y

[M ]=M yy M=N xx N= ∂
∂ x

[N ]

Applying the product rule to this, we need:

To find µ as a function of x and y, we would have to solve a 
partial differential equation.  Instead, we assume that µ is a 
function of only x or only y.

x=
d
dx

,y=0

Assume that it is a function of x:

so
d
dx

=
M y−N x

N


If this depends only on
x, then this is a separable
DE which we can solve!



Making a DE Exact
(continued)

In summary, if the following is not exact, we may be able to 
make it exact using the given integrating factor.

M x , ydxN x , ydy=0

If (My-Nx)/N is a function of x alone: =e
∫ M y−N x

N
dx

If (Nx-My)/M is a function of y alone: =e
∫ N x−M y

M
dx



Example

Solve the following DE by transforming it into an exact equation.

2 y23 x dx2 xydy=0

M y=4 y N x=2 y

Checking for integrating factor:

N x−M y

M
= 2 y−4 y

2 y23 x
Depends on both x and y

M y−N x

N
= 4 y−2 y

2 xy
Depends only on x



Example
(continued)

Thus, our integrating factor is:

=e
∫ 1

x
dx

=eln∣x∣=x

And our differential equation becomes:

x 2 y23 x dxx 2 xydy=0

Yielding the solution:

x2 y2x3=c


